The human brain is a fascinatingly complex organ with specialized structures associated with distinct functions. Classical and recent studies on brain localization propose that Broca's area underpin expressive language and this has been generalized to explain brain functional organization. However, recent neuroimaging studies have shown that the Broca's area is an extended network that not only participate in its primary function-expressive language processing but in secondary functions-processing non-linguistic/nonverbal tasks as well. Also, there is hierarchical connectivity and interaction of Broca's region and different brain areas in underlying related primary functions. For this review, I start with revisiting the classical description of brain localization. I then discuss the neuroanatomy of language production and the role of Broca's region in language processing. I then highlight the participation of the Broca's area in non-linguistic tasks and non-primary linguistic tasks. Ultimately, I propose a novel hypothesis called integrated systems hypothesis. The integrated systems hypothesis is useful for guiding research on the multimodal role of specific localized integrated systems of the brain especially the role of the Broca's region in integrating linguistic and non-linguistic processing and how this facilitate language production.
Introduction
The human brain is a fascinatingly complex organ and it is the central organ of the human nervous system. The brain consists primarily of the cerebrum, cerebellum and brainstem which are made up of about 100 billion intricately con- and activities such as reasoning, learning, language, memory, muscle activities and so on [1] . The left hemisphere is the dominant center of language in most persons and damage to the language areas result in deficits in language processing. Studies of lesioned language areas of the brain as well as its correlated linguistic deficits (i.e. aphasia) has provided us a better understanding of localized organization of functions in the human brain which is a radical shift from the holistic theory of brain organization. Departing from classical aphasiology, the posterior inferior frontal gyrus was proposed to house language production. Recently, numerous studies have proposed different roles of Broca's area in language processing and findings from these studies have been generalized to explain brain connectivity. However, scant attention has been paid to the role of Broca's area in non-linguistic processing.
Revisiting Classical Brain Localization
Brain localization refers to the association of functions with particular areas in the brain. The hypothesis that different brain areas, such as the cerebrum and the cerebellum, may serve different functions dates back to the 18th century. The person cited to be the first to give a detailed write up about cortical localization of function is Emmanuel Swedenborg [1] . Swedenborg believed that the cerebrum was involved in understanding, thinking, judging and willing and he associated these functions with the cerebral cortex excluding the subcortical white matter. He rejected the idea of a unitary, indivisible structure of the cerebral cortex. Instead, he suggested that different functions are represented in different areas in the cerebral cortex. Such localization could account for why lesion to one part of the cerebral cortex might cause a paralysis, whereas damage to another cerebral loci might not affect movement but result in a loss of critical thinking. It could also explain why different functions, such as hearing and vision, are not confused with one another.
Organology (i.e. phrenology)-pseudoscience which studies the relationship between a person's character and the structure of the skull, created by Franz Joseph Gall (1758-1828), proposed that different regions in the human brain have localized functions and may very well be correlated with different behaviors. The crossing of pyramidal tracts was first observed by Gall, thus explaining the contra-lateral effect of lesion damage to the body [1] . Although he was interested in the study of individuals with speech deficits as a result of brain damage, he believed that data derived from such studies would only provide supporting data for his already established idea on brain localization based on bumps on the skull. Spurzheim extended Gall's idea by increasing the number of organs of mind, he reclassified the faculties, and discussed the implication of his finding for choosing a mate, educating children, selecting leaders, and the like. Spurzheim wrote numerous books about the idea and popularized the term "phrenology"-a word he did not introduce but preferred over Gall's term "organology" "Debates still flare about the precise boundaries of certain functional areas, whether certain areas should be subdivided, and the degree to which functional zones might overlap or shift after injury. Equally challenging has been trying to get agreement on the basic deficits observed after damage to specific parts of the cerebral cortex."
Contemporary research on brain localization shows that the brain localization theory today is much more complex and dynamic than the localization of macroscopic delineated centres postulated by Broca and other classical proponents of the theory, Understanding the neural correlates of language production as well as deficits after damage to these brain areas can give us a head start to a better understanding of brain organization.
Neuroanatomy of Language Production
Traditionally, Brodmann area (BA) 44 (pars opercularis of the left hemisphere) which corresponds with Broca's area was referred to as the neural seat of language production [7] . Recently, a good number of studies using neuroimaging technology provides us with better understanding of brain organization of language production. Foundas et al., [8] reported that BA45 (pars triangularis) is active in language production. Other studies have proposed a more extended language production system; For example, the concept of "Broca's complex", which includes BA44, BA45, and also BA47 was proposed by Hagoort [9] [10] . Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science
Lemaire et al. [11] proposed an "extended Broca's area" is activated in language production; Kadis et al. [12] proposed an language production network; Bernal et al. [13] proposed a Broca's network; and Ardila et al. [14] , in a meta-analytic review study, proposed a "Broca's complex or frontal language production system" including not only left BA44 and BA45, but also BA46, BA47, partially BA6 (mainly its mesial supplementary motor area) and extending subcortically toward the basal ganglia and the thalamus (Figure 1) [19] . Neuroimaging studies have also reported the participation of BA45 in language production in the following verbal functions: verbal fluency [20] , grammar processing [19] , phonological processing [21] , lexical search [22] , selective attention to speech [23] , semantic memory retrieval [24] and reasoning processes [25] .
Several studies have highlighted different proposals on the role of Broca's area in language processing which includes: construction of higher parts of the syntactic tree in speech production [26] [27]; binding the elements of language [9] , selecting information among competing sources [28] , generating/extracting action meanings [29] ; sequencing motor/expressive elements [30] ; cognitive control mechanism for the syntactic processing of sentences [31] ; and verbal working memory [32] . Other proposals suggest Broca's area subregions might be compatible with the system of prefrontal hierarchical control such as distinct subregions engaging in language tasks based on phonological, syntactic and semantic processing [33] [34] . Interestingly, studies have also shown that these brain area implicated in the so-called "extended Broca's area or Broca's complex" underlie non-linguistic tasks as well as cognitive processes that facilitate linguistic and non-linguistic tasks. For example, neuroimaging studies have shown BA44 to be active in some other non-linguistic functions, such as action observation and motor acts, Figure 1 . Broca's region according to Ardila et al., [14] includes BA44, BA45, BA46, BA47, mesial BA6 (supplementary motor area; not seen) and extending subcortically toward the basal ganglia and the thalamus (not seen). (Right panel) fMRI activation during speaking in a normal adult subject; observed is a wide activation including not only BA44 but also the surrounding areas, extending to the supplementary motor area (courtesy of the Department of Radiology-Nicklaus Children's Hospital). (From Ardila et al., 2016a) . [45] . The activation of BA44 during different linguistic tasks results in a co-activation of some occipital lobe areas [13] .
This means that language production abilities is directly related to other secondary functions such as action observation, syntax comprehension abilities, arithmetic processing, selection and comparison of information and manipulation of information in working memory which are underpinned by the Broca's area.
The Broca's area is a multifunctional brain region [13] , although there is a consensus that it is primarily involved in processing of expressive language [9] .
Bernal et al. [13] opined "that it is difficult to understand the multifunctional roles of Broca's area from the modern segregationist model of brain functions.
The modern brain connectivity model propose multi-modular approaches explaining that BA44 may connect with different modules, depending on the specific task, yielding specific network configurations responsible for a given cognitive function. However, this view may explain better complex cognitive, behavioral and neuropsychological phenomena than simple localization models."
The authors, in a landmark study to determine functional connectivity of Broca's area in expressive language, suggests that the multifunctionality of the Broca's area may be explained in part by the anatomical subdivisions but specific regions should connect in a specific manner producing a distinct task related network configurations. Bernal et al. [13] Broca's sub-anatomical differentiation hypothesis is consistent Amults et al. [46] histological autoradiography study that demonstrated different levels of cell receptors in the Broca's region. However, studies have also implicated the hierarchical connectivity and interaction of different localized areas in producing distinct task related network configuration(s), e.g. the role of the inferior frontal gyrus in speech perception as explained by Dual stream model of speech perception (see Hickok and Poeppel, [47] [48] [49] . Also, there is greater functional connectivity during intelligible speech comprehension between the fronto-temporal-parietal areas of the brain [50] . This implies the brain is made up of a different integrated system of distinct but overlapping neural connectivity in producing distinct task(s) related network configuration(s).
Conclusions
Classical and recent studies on brain localization propose that specific brain Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science areas underpin functions e.g. the posterior inferior frontal lobe (i.e. Broca's area)
is correlated with language production. However, recent neuroimaging studies have shown that the Broca's area is an extended network that not only participate in its primary function-language processing (e.g. expressive language) but participate in secondary functions-processing non-linguistic/nonverbal tasks (e.g. action observation, object manipulation, selection and comparison of information, manipulation of information in working memory etc.) and processing specific-linguistic tasks (e.g. phonological and syntactic processing). Also, there is hierarchical connectivity and interaction of brain areas in producing distinct task related network configuration(s). It is noteworthy to state that that though the brain is made up of an incredible network of neuronal connectivity, neurons are specialized for specific functions due to their connectivity patterns and response profiles. As discussed earlier, the connectivity profile of neurons may extend beyond one BA (e.g. an extended Broca's area) and this might be determined by the nature of the cell receptors in a brain area. This idea is consistent with Broca's sub-anatomical differentiation hypothesis.
In conclusion, I propose that the human brain consists of localized areas subserving specific integrated systems and each is made up of distinct but intra-dependent/overlapping neural networks underpinning specific secondary functions (e.g. comparing and sorting information and manipulation of object, syntactic and phonological processing) that integrate to perform a primary function (e.g. speech/language production). In essence, an integrated system in the human brain is a computational hub for specific primary tasks. This hypothesis also proposes that an integrated system do not work in isolation but connect with other integrated systems to produce related primary function(s), (e.g. the interaction of fronto-temporal-parietal areas of the brain in language).
In summary, the integrated systems hypothesis proposes that language production is a function of intra-neural-connectivity within a localized integrated system. The integrated systems hypothesis raises more questions than answers. It is useful for guiding research on the multimodal role of different localized integrated brain areas. This hypothesis might inform the development of effective approaches to enhance brain function and cognition in both the healthy and the neurologically impaired by taking into consideration the holistic function of integrated systems involved in language processing. This hypothesis should guide future studies on the role of the Broca's region in integrating linguistic and non-linguistic processing and how this facilitate language production.
